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January 24th, 2022  

 

Manage through it… 

It’s hard to decide just where to begin to kick 

off this week’s missive.  I know the message 

that I ultimately want to convey and what I 

think is important to think about looking 

forward, but diving straight into that part of 

the content would leave me feeling as if I were 

doing a drastic disservice to anyone taking the 

time to read this note.   

 

So, humor me as I walk through some stats to 

contextualize the sell-off in risk assets that has 

been running its course over the past several 

weeks: 
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• On Friday, the S&P 500 closed below its 

200-day moving average (DMA) for the 

first time since mid-2020, and was down a 

sizable -5.7% on the week.  At its lows in 

today’s trading session, the S&P 500 was 

roughly -12% off its January 4th high.  

However, today we experienced a rather 

massive 188-point reversal that took the 

S&P 500 from 4,222 at 12:30 PM EST to 

4,410 at the close.   

 

What none of us know at this point is 

whether this is just a dead cat bounce and 

we roll back over after a day or two, or 

was that in fact the bottom of this 

correction?  Time will tell, but the tone 

and guidance conveyed by Chair Powell 

and the Fed following Wednesday’s Fed 

meeting will be (in my opinion) the key 
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variable that determines where we go 

from here.  More on this below. 

 

• The Nasdaq plunged by -7.5% last week 

(the biggest weekly decline since March 

of 2020) and at its lows today was down 

nearly -17% from its all-time high.  

Meanwhile, the Russell 2000 Small Cap 

Index slumped by -8.3% last week, and 

briefly tipped below a -20% decline from 

its peak at today’s lows.   

 

I could continue on and on with the risk-asset 

meltdown, but I think you get the point.  In the 

opening three weeks of 2022, it’s been a 

bloodbath for risk assets with Bitcoin being 

the poster child for this shared pain – down 

more than -50% from its highs as it slipped 

below $33,000 over the weekend.   
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What was interesting in today’s tape was that 

Bitcoin was the first risk-asset to turn up in a 

sea of red and ultimately proved to be a leader 

to the upside, just as it and Small Caps were 

the leaders to the downside from recent highs.  

Both peaked way back in early November and 

acted as canaries in the coal mine for the 

broad-based sell-off that is currently 

underway.    

 

Bucking the trend last week were your typical 

risk-off safety trades, as Gold and Treasury 

bonds rallied while yields fell.  The U.S. 

dollar also finished on the positive side, but 

the gains in all of these asset classes were 

roughly 1% or less on the week, so unless you 

had the majority of your portfolio allocated to 

those three positions, it wasn’t enough to 

offset the major slide in risk assets.  Now 

that’s not so much an argument that 

diversification didn’t work because having 
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exposure here definitely preserved capital, but 

the time to expect big upside price moves in 

these defensive asset classes is when we are at 

the doorstep of (or already in the throes of…) 

an economic recession – a scenario that still 

remains a low probability event at this time.  

Hence, you get the defensive / stable results 

you’re expecting from them, but not the big 

downside hedge move you see in the recession 

scenario.  Even gold miners and silver caught 

a bid last week as some investors (myself 

included) hold the view that the Fed is flirting 

with a major policy mistake if it attempts to 

follow through on the level of hawkishness 

that is being priced in to the market at this 

juncture.   

 

Without question, the investing setup at this 

moment is highly uncertain, complicated, and 

unsettling.  Yes, unsettling for both non-

professionals and professionals alike who are 
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attempting to navigate capital through the 

current environment.  It’s times like the 

present that I think it’s best to try and simplify 

the complex and focus on the few extremely 

important variables, rather than the many 

morsels of noise that may seem important, but 

don’t really matter.  For me, those few 

important variables are the near-term 

incoming economic data and what it tells us 

about the pace of the economic slowdown that 

is underway.  Where do the inflation prints 

over the next two months come in, i.e., did 

inflation peak and is it showing signs of 

rolling over, or is it stable to even higher?  

These variables will provide direction and 

flexibility (or a lack-there-of…) for the Fed.   

 

Right now, risk-assets are at a key inflection 

point and if the intermediate- to long-term 

trend is still ‘up’, then the sell-off in risk 

assets has to stop here and now.  Coming into 
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today, we were already at very oversold levels 

and sentiment was getting really bearish.  See 

the bottom panel in Jurrien Timmer’s chart 

below, showing just how oversold the RSI is 

on the S&P – rarely do you see single digit 

levels.   
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The same goes for sentiment readings on the 

Nasdaq, which are coming into this week at 

lower levels than what we saw at the March 

2020 pandemic low: 
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And to top it all off, the FT pointed out over 

the weekend that the number of put options 

traded in the U.S. reached the highest level 

since the Global Financial Crises.  This is an 

indication of a lot of hedging and downside 

protection being put in place at the moment.   

 

 
 

If we don’t experience a meaningful bounce in 

risk assets and find our footing, then I think 
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investors have to shift their mindsets towards 

navigating their capital through a full-blown 

bear market – one that experiences gut-

wrenching sell-offs (like we are in the midst 

of now) and massive bear market rallies that 

ultimately prove themselves to be false dawns.   

 

In the latter part of last week, the Treasury 

market started to take on the characteristics of 

a flight-to-safety / risk-off rally.  The 10-year 

Treasury yield peaked at 1.90% on 

Wednesday, and by week’s end had declined 

by 16 basis points as capital flowed into the 

world’s risk-free asset.  The front-end of the 

curve (2-year Treasuries) saw a more subtle 

decline, falling 6 basis points, which caused 

the yield curve to flatten back down to 74 

basis points.  For context, the 2s/10s spread is 

typically double (150 basis points) the level it 

is today when the Fed has kicked off 

tightening cycles in the past.  
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I interpret the rally in the bond market at the 

end of last week as a signal that the bond 

market is getting worried about the slowing 

momentum in economic growth and the pace 

of the slide in the equity market.  Both of 

these represent a feedback loop to Fed policy 

in that they are knocking on the door of 

tightening too aggressively at the wrong time.  

I’m not saying the Fed is wrong for leaning in 

the direction of tightening, but moving from 

‘no rate hikes until 2023’ to ‘tapering asset 

purchases through June and maybe 2 to 3 

hikes in 2022’, to now inside of about seven 

weeks they are guiding for a faster pace of 

tapering asset purchases (now ending in 

March) to hiking 4-plus times in 2022 and 

possibly up to seven hikes by end of 2023, and 

starting to let the balance sheet shrink perhaps 

as early as this June.   
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Anyone paying attention understands the 

Fed’s rationale for why they’ve made such a 

decisive and meaningful pivot (inflation is 

running at a 40-year high of 7%, and the 

unemployment rate is below 4%...), but what 

worries forward-looking investors like myself 

is that both of these metrics are lagging 

indicators.  What’s more is that tightening 

monetary policy will do very little to address 

the supply chain issues that are the biggest 

driver of the persistent inflationary pressures – 

and these are supply chain issues that are in 

the process of working themselves out with 

each passing day.  What is most important for 

the Fed to be focused on at this moment is that 

the U.S. economy is already slowing from its 

peak pace of growth reached in Q2 of last 

year, and is stepping into the biggest fiscal 

policy retrenchment the U.S. economy has 

seen since WWII. This is a fiscal cliff that is 

occurring at a time when the labor market is 
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almost fully healed (so there will be no big 

catch up from this part of the economy…) and 

household savings rates are below pre-covid 

levels – so no money saved to fuel that pent-

up-demand so many talking heads have been 

pointing out.   

 

Look, I don’t want to be Mr. Bear here, 

especially at this moment when I think risk-

assets have moved too far and too fast in the 

bearish direction.  But unless the Fed pivots 

and backs off from its extremely hawkish 

posture at this week’s FOMC meeting, then I 

think investors’ mindsets (myself included) 

have to shift towards navigating capital 

through a bear-market as the bull-market will 

be over.  I’m not there yet, and I think Powell, 

while backed into a corner, is acutely aware of 

how delicate the current situation is.  I wish 

we weren’t in this position to begin with, 

where so much of investing hinges on the 
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words and actions of central banks, but this is 

what has come out of the GFC.  This is the 

world we’ve all had to evolve and adapt to 

over the past thirteen years. 

 

No, this doesn’t mean fundamentals and 

analysis don’t matter – they do, but central 

bank action is the dominant variable.  And 

right now, they are moving in a direction that 

is a lot less conducive to taking risk.  Here’s 

another chart from Jurrien Timmer showing 

that this correction has already wiped out 

nearly 4 points from the S&P 500’s 2022 P/E 

multiple (21.1x to 17.5x).  That takes us back 

to the same multiple the S&P 500 was trading 

at back in May of 2020.  So, yeah, some 

excess and froth has been cleansed from the 

equity market, but if economic growth slows 

from here and the Fed is determined to hike us 

into a more dramatic slowdown / recession, 

then valuations are far from cheap because 
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earnings would decline in such an 

environment as well.         
    

 

Let me try and be as clear as possible as I 

close up this week’s comments, in that I don’t 

want to drown out what I’m really trying to 

say here:  Capital markets are at a critical 

juncture at this very moment, and rather than 
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be a hero or make a bombastic call – my 

advice is to observe the market and let it 

determine how one’s market view should 

evolve from that point.  Was today the 

beginning of a bear market rally, or a bottom 

in risk-assets that will set the stage for a 

continuation of a prolonged bull-market?  

Who knows – let the market show you 

(because it surely will), however, be prepared 

and have a plan to execute irrespective of 

whichever way this unfolds.  My two cents is 

that the Fed and policymakers have way too 

much invested in this pandemic recovery at 

this point to let it all come crumbling down if 

they can help it, but this view could be wrong. 

Today, I did see some indicators in the capital 

markets that gave me some near-term 

confidence: 
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• Bitcoin ripped more than 10% from its 

lows over the weekend and finished green 

after being deeply in the red. 

 

• The VIX traded above the 35 level to 

38.94 at the high of the day, but ended the 

day near the lows below 30. 

 

• Long-term Treasury bonds sold-off 

throughout the balance of the day (yields 

higher, bond prices lower) unwinding 

some of the risk-off bid they were getting 

in the latter part of last week. 

 

• And U.S. equities put in a massive red-to-

green reversal today, with the Dow 

coming back to finish in the green after 

being down almost 1,200 points at its 

lows on the day.  Small Cap stocks, which 

have been the worst performing group, 
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also registered a massive reversal and 

ended the day with a 2.3% gain 

 
Also, be mindful of what has worked so far 

this year, just in case what we have seen in the 

first three weeks of the year turns out to be a 

blueprint for where to hide.  Emerging market 

equities are actually outperforming U.S. 

equites by the most to start off a year since 

1990.  And the fundamentals in EM are more 

constructive with earnings estimates rising 

twice as fast and P/E multiples trading at a 

historic 40% discount.  This outperformance is 

no doubt assisted by the lethargic movement 

in the U.S. dollar index, but if the U.S. dollar 

continues to show little upside momentum 

with a hawkish Fed already priced in – 

imagine what it will do when the Fed has to 

back off.   
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Gold has done surprisingly well to kick of 

2022, especially into the face of higher 

nominal- and real interest rates.  It is currently 

trading just above $1,840/oz and has pushed 

above some key resistance levels.  A break 

above $1,880 is the next area to watch for, and 

if/when it pushes above $1,920 then a path to 

new all-time highs is visible.  Then there are 

Treasury bonds, which are still down on the 

year across the maturity spectrum, but mildly 

lower and much, much, less than the equity 

market.  These remain as decent of a put 

option on global equities as exists in the 

financial markets at this point, without going 

outright short or buying put options on 

equities.  Keep in mind that if one is inclined 

to own them in a portfolio (as I do for our 

clients), they are not long-term holdings at 
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these yield levels.  They are rental securities 

that I am using to pick up some return while 

waiting for better opportunities to redeploy 

that capital into.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


